Recently, as the number of IoT devices generate tremendous volume and variability of data. By the time data makes its way to the cloud for processing the chance to act on it might be disappeared. This paper presents a novel idea, proposes methods for virtualizing Internet of Things devices and hosting them on the home access point instead of relying on a cloud. For this, we design profile of the IoT gadgets and virtualize into JavaScript-based objects. Then, to execute and control the instances of the virtualized IoT objects on the wireless AP, a novel instance management method and their interfaces are designed. The implementation and performance test demonstrates the proposed system's stability and operability in the real wireless AP running environment. Adopting this platform feature over SDN/NFV infrastructure might be beneficial in to the IoT mashup service quality and its network efficiency.
Introduction
of Things) environment. On the contrary to the conventional sensor market which is target to the industry or service providers, this emerging sensory device market is target to the individual consumers in personal and home environment. This implies that the number and the kind of sensory devices belong to an individual person are also being increasing.
In these days, there are several kinds of App-Enabled accessories [1] or smart-home gadgets and sensors which are the consumer IoT devices that can be bought and configured by end users themselves. To control and access these gadgets requires their own service applications in foams of mobile applications, web services or native embedded system services.
This dedicated service application based access and control approach requires the end consumer to be burdened down with searching a dedicate service application for each IoT gadget and configuring it properly. And this approach also makes it more difficult the service provider to provide an integrated control and service mashup among several IoT gadgets. Thus, providing a vertical service solution for individual IoT gadget has hindered the development of IoT eco-system [2, 3] .
To deal with this problem, there are some approaches, such as a servicebased interworking approach and a cloud-based service approach. In a servicebased interworking approach, the individual service (mobile application or web service) for a specific IoT device supports the registration of other IoT devices and provides an interworking function among IoT devices within its service. And in a cloud-based service approach, each IoT device connects to the cloud platform, and a service on the cloud platform provide all the necessary IoT service and interworking functions [4] . Using these approaches enables some more enhanced mashup services in user environment, but has a limit that the pre-built IoT service channels can interwork with each other [5] . Thus, users still suffer the limitation that any combination of IoT gadgets cannot be mashed up as his/her needs.
In this paper, a method that enables interworking and collectively controlling various IoT gadgets on a Wi-Fi AP (Access Point) system is suggested to solve these problems. Using a Wi-Fi AP system as an integrated IoT gadget controller has several benefits. First, it doesn't require any additional device but only the existing Wi-Fi AP system. Second, the personal/private data that is created from IoT gadgets can be stored and managed within his home safely. Third, more instantaneous service response is possible on the contrary to the cloud platform based service which might suffer from the service latency or drop due to network conditions. And last, it might support legacy (nonIoT) devices due to the possibility of supporting various physical device interfaces. To achieve these benefits, we propose an optimized IoT gadget integration system and management scheme for its IoT service interworking feature with regarding the limited resources of Wi-Fi AP's and their embedded programming environment.
For this, a virtualization method to make a real world IoT device as a virtual object (VO) to be used in mashup environment is described, and the interface design and service management system architecture to create, execute and manage the created VOs on the in-Home Wi-Fi AP system is suggested. Also, the performance evaluation of the suggested platform is described to verify its intended operational behavior and its effect on the packet routing performance of Wi-Fi AP system by implementing the suggested platform on the real Wi-Fi AP. At last, the advantages and consideration points of making an IoT edge cloud over SDN/NFV infrastructure by extending the suggested IoT integrated management platform feature are described.
Related Works
The early stage IoT researches were mainly focused on how to connect physical things and devices to Internet. After that, the main research trend is how to utilize various connected IoT devices effectively. Thus, these researches are focus on the interworking various gadgets and the integration and analysis of their data. But, they are mainly beneficial to the large scale service providers, not to the end users who want mashup their own IoT gadgets as their needs. For example, Pachub (now, Xively) service only provides a simple triggering feature from IoT device data based on user-specified regular expression and doesn't provide any inter-device message exchange nor any additional service logic to make a mashup service.
The research on the virtualization of physical things could be classified the research on the device profile and interface and the research on the programming model for virtual object handling. First, for the description of device information, most of the researches adopt the standard model such as DPWS (Devices Profile for Web Services), and others develop its own profile model suit for their service model and environments. For the interface model, most of researches on Web of Things (WoT) utilize the SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) or HTTP-based REST (Representational State Transfer) structure to achieve message interoperability [6] [7] [8] . The early researches on the programming model were mainly conducted on the limited embedded system, such as TinoOS or Contiki. Thus, these models only supported the very limited programming model which required the device logic to be prebuilt with the C programming language and to be loaded in the embedded running environments. Meanwhile, most of now-a-days researches adopt the VM (Virtual Machine) based programming models [9, 10] . This VM based model makes the service providing structure to be more general one, but requires some more high performance device platforms.
The researches on the execution of virtualized objects have followed the similar trend with the development of the programming models: from the C-based object code native execution to VM based indirect execution. In addition, as the service expandability via interworking with existing web services gets main focus, there are several researches on the web based execution model along with the external web services [11, 12] . In this web based execution model, IoT gadgets expose their controls and information in RESTful foams via gateway devices with web servers, and the external web services can receive IoT gadget messages and execute their own service logic under own web environments [13, 14] . This execution model has the advantage that makes the development of virtualized object functionalities more easy due to the supports of several script based languages for web services, such as HTML, JavaScript, PHP, Python and etc. In addition to that, the web based execution model provides the user friend running and visualizing environments via web browser interfaces. But, most of the researches on the web based execution model utilized the gateway device only for the interfacing media and did not utilize it for service logic executions.
Though recent research approaches can provide several advantages, they also have some problems;
Under the script-based VO execution environments, there might be too frequent context switches for loading several instances, which requires somewhat more computing resource.
But, there might be a lack of all-time available computing resource for handling several VOs on network edge realm, especially in the home networks, Thus, we suggest a novel system model that can describe the IoT gadgets as VOs, load and execute them with a capability of flexible IoT service mashup over the very limited computing resources.
IoT Instance Hosting Platform
First of all, these are important to make an IoT device in real world as a virtual object to be used in cyber world, and to equip an operating environment for executing the device in order to implementing and controlling IoT device at wireless internet router. In this Chapter, a methodology of device virtualization, connecting method between objects through an interface definition and structure design of instance manager for operating them are described.
Schema for Defining VOs
Virtual object is a thing which is defined to an object describing IoT device and functions provided from the device. It contains basic profile information of a physical device, technologies of network interface and operation logic of object for executing in virtual environment. In this paper, objects are defined separately according to a usage of virtual object; thing associated virtual object and mashup service virtual object. Thing associated virtual object is an object made for providing same functions in remote environment based on the message from IoT device. Therefore, basic information about a physical device (name, image information, explanation, etc.) and information of network interface for connecting (interface type, network address, port number, etc.) are described in XML. A logic of the physical device is also described in JavaScript. Table 1 shows a summary of main elements in thing associated virtual object. Table 1 Example schema for thing associated virtual object <!--Omit the definition of Schema --> <!--"Profile" element is used as a top element --> <xs:element name="profile"> <!--Virtual Object unique id --> <xs:element name="profileId"> <!--Virtual Object version --> <xs:element name="profileVersion"> <!--Basic information of virtual object --> <xs:element name="instanceDetailURL"> <xs:element name="instanceDescription"> <xs:element name="instanceIconURL"> <xs:element name="instanceRunningPeriod"> <!--Connecting information of thing associated virtual object --> <xs:element name="associatedThingInformation"> <xs:element name="configurableValue"> <!--Information related to interface between virtual objects --> <xs:element name="interfaceInformation"> <xs:element name="oAuth"> <xs:element name="feeder"> <xs:element name="subscriber"> <xs:element name="receiver"> <xs:element name="controller"> </xs:element> <!--Describe the executing logic of virtual object in JavaScript --> <xs:element name="instanceScript"> </xs:element> Table 2 Example schema on filter information for mashup service virtual object <xs:element name="subscriber"> <xs:element name="filter"> <xs:attribute name="profileId"/> <xs:attribute name="feederId"/> <xs:attribute name="minVersion"/> <xs:attribute name="maxVersion"/> </xs:element> </xs:element> Mashup service virtual object is an object which has an independent service logic regardless of direct connection to a device. This object can provide a mashup service combined thing associated virtual object and service logic. Mashup service virtual object contains an extra filter information for searching connectable virtual object. Table 2 shows that filter information has a unique ID of connectable object for searching other virtual object, 'profileID', 'feederID' and version information.
Interface for Message Exchange Between VOs
Virtual object works by 'instance' which is the type of executable program of defined object when it is operated in the environment. Thus, thing associated virtual object is executed by 'thing associated instance', mashup service virtual object is executed by 'mashup instance'. In this paper, five interfaces are defined for connecting instances easily; 'Feeder', 'Subscriber', 'Controller', 'Receiver', 'OAuth'. Figure 1 shows interface connecting structure between instances graphically on an instance manager designed for controlling and executing virtual objects at wireless internet router. It also describes a relationship that mashup instance gets a message from the thing associated instance which received data from each device and provides mashup service connecting through OAuth and outside web service.
At first, 'Feeder' interface is an interface of exposing information for providing data and message generated from IoT device to instance or outside service. Feeder interface works the form to store information for feeding to Message Queue of instance, not to deliver message directly.
Secondly, 'Subscriber' interface provides a function that instance receives information from Feeder interface of other instance or outside thing. Mashup service object can be subscribed about interface information matched to the condition of 'filter' element. Thirdly, 'Controller' interface' provides a function to deliver messages to outside directly. It is used to deliver message which has information to other instance or send a message about controlling order to certain IoT device.
Lastly, 'OAuth' interface provides a function of connecting outside 3rd Party service. Thus, it is used to send and receive a message through 3rd Party service.
The reasons of presenting call out structure of indicative interface to instance manager are for designing interface more simply in the view of virtual object developer, for using call out between instances and for blocking malfunction in advance through controlling message call out between instances in the view of instance manager.
Instance Manager
Instance manager provides a function to execute logic of virtual object in a form of each JavaScript instance. Instance manager consists of main modules like Figure 2 and the main module related to create and run instance based on virtualized object consists of Interface Server (providing a function of communicating between instance manager and outside modules), Message Router (providing a function of routing read and write message between instances), Instance Lifecycle Manager (providing a function of controlling Another module, IAS, provides web service for controlling instance manager in a web-based form and deploying function setting up a virtual object file. Network Adapter is responsible for managing messages between receiving device through HTTP, ZigBee interface and External Web Services is responsible for connection of 3rd Party web service.
Instance manager adjusts simultaneously handling quantity of instance for executing several virtualized objects effectively in an environment of embedded system and it should have the structure of providing quick response about each instance execution. It can be possible by pooling context information about the instance using instance pool after the first instance execution and by minimizing context creation time when instance is called out.
Since avoiding additional I/O usage except for the case of call out instance at first, performance can be higher.
These structure especially in IoT environment, is suitable to a service pattern which has a lot of message reception and handling between devices frequently. Therefore, it can be possible to use pooled context information to instances which contains frequent call out periodically and minimize creation time of the context by binding JavaScript engine directly.
Implementation and Performance
To evaluate the performance of the suggested Instance Hosting platform, we used an ASUS RT-N61 Wi-Fi AP which does support the customizable embedded OS, and added a TI ZigBee adapter to the internal serial port to support legacy non-IoT gadgets.
After porting the GNU/Linux based DebWRT embedded OS to the Wi-Fi AP, we built the Instance Manager using C++ language and the Instance Application Server using Apache-Rewrite Module, PHP5, MySQL and Python, and installed them on the AP system. The VO execution handling module was developed using V8 engine.
The execution logic for VO is described in JavaScript language and is processed on the V8 JavaScript engine. At the first time when a VO is to be executed, the actual object instance is created according to the VO description and this object instance is handled in the Instance Pool and used for the specific IoT gadget virtualization.
To evaluate the performance of the Instance Hosting platform, we conducted some experiments in real working environment, and some of the experiment results are shown in Figures 3 and 4. (During the experiment, each IoT gadget changes its state in every 10 seconds, i.e. its instance is invoked in every 10 seconds.) As the number of hosted instance increases, the process usage (shown in Figure 3 ) and the memory usage (shown in Figure 4 ) are generally increased, but keep the stable behaviors. The initial memory consumption to execute the Instance Hosting platform is about 11 MB, but additional memory consumption for each instance is only less than 100 KB. This means that our proposed Instance Hosting platform can handle the enough number of IoT gadgets in home environments and the extended number of mashup instance under the limited embedded system environment.
Edge Cloud and SDN/NFV
So far, how to create and control the VOs in light-weight embedded system is recognized and it is confirmed that these structure works as expected. However, there can be a limitation to guarantee this performance continuously in light-weight embedded system at the situation of increasing IoT devices continuously at user side. Especially, the longer time user uses the IoT devices, the earlier storage which can afford the accumulation of data of intelligent service and previous data history for advanced intelligent service and process capacity approaches to the limit.
If Instance Hosting platform is implemented in SDN/NFV, a structure of Instance Hosting platform, as suggested before, could be changed as shown in Figure 5 . Therefore, it is necessary that Edge Cloud which can provide intelligent mashup service storing and controlling data from several IoT devices and existing at the edge of network. But, it is not a realistic approach to set up the equipment for new Edge Cloud just for the connecting service between IoT devices at the edge of network. Therefore, loading Instance Hosting platform for connecting the IoT devices in approach of SDN/NFV framework which comes into the spotlight these days.
Interface Server for affording each IoT devices in Instance Hosting platform can be replaced to Network interface function module of SDN/NFV. Message Router in an instance manager can apply efficient router function module implementing at SDN/NFV when each VO Instances and Scheduler instances make to become virtual network entity in SDN/NFV. Instance connecting common outside service (virtualized instance which has information of local weather, regional traffic) which should be existed for each instance manager can be made to become general VO which can be used in common between several instance managers.
In addition, Point of Exist (POE) which has previous instance hosting platform existed on the physical edge of outside network and each user network on virtual edge of private/public network on the structure of SDN/NFV network exists on the virtual edge of private/public network in structure of SDN/NFV network when instance hosting platform over SDN/NFV platform is constructed. Therefore, there are additional advantages about connection which can be new between many instances hosting manager. (It becomes to edge point since virtual edges of each users' network-public network coexist physically in SDN/NFV platform finally. Therefore, mashup service which can cover all network of various each user can be possible at this edge point.)
Conclusion
IoT gadgets especially for individual person and smart home might make our daily lives more convenient and efficient. But, the increased number of personal belongings which needs to be managed also induces another kind of burdens. In this paper, we suggest the IoT management platform that can be located in the light-weight embedded system (like a Wi-Fi AP system) and handles the configuration, control and mashup service creation for several IoT VOs with user friend Web technologies. And by the experiments in real environment, we show that the suggested platform can provide the designed services with stable performance. In near future, this kind of IoT management platform can be deployed on Edge Clouds and SDN/NFV infrastructure. 
